Terence Gallagher
Independent Scholar, translator
Translation of Japanese texts to English (business, finance, legal, literary)
terry.gallagher@gmail.com

Timothy S. George
URI, Prof. of History
Toroku arsenic poisoning
tgeorge@uri.edu

William L. Givens
The Japan Fund, Former Chairman
U.S.-Japan trade competition
wlgivens@aol.com

Ryan S. Glasnovich
Brandeis, Instructor, Dept. of History
Development of Japanese police identity in the late-nineteenth century
glasnovich@gmail.com

Carol Gluck
Columbia, George Sansom Prof. of History
Memory in hypernationalist times
cg9@columbia.edu

Janet E. Goff
Independent Scholar
Famous fox characters in classical Japanese theater and their literary, religious, and historical impact
jgoff07@gmail.com

Yoshie Gordon
Boston Higashi School, Director of Development and Corporate Relations
Autism education in Japan and in the U.S.
gordon@bostonhigashi.org

Robert D. Goree
Wellesley, Asst. Prof. of Japanese
Illustrated book genre of meisho zue and the popular geography of the late Tokugawa period
rgoree@wellesley.edu

Peter Grilli
Japan Society of Boston, President
Intercultural exchange
grilli@japansocietyboston.org

William W. Grimes
BU, Prof. of International Relations and Political Science; Assoc. Dean for Academic Affairs
East Asian financial cooperation, US-Japan-China economic relations
wgrimes@bu.edu

Tristan R. Grunow
Yale, Assoc. Research Scholar, Council on East Asian Studies
Empire by Design: Engineering Networks of Modernity in Tokyo, Taipei and Seoul
grunow@gmail.com

Christine M. E. Guth
Independent Scholar
Crafts in early modern Japan
cmeguth@gmail.com

Mary Alice Haddad
Wesleyan, Prof. of Government; Chair, College of East Asian Studies
Environmental politics in East Asia and urban diplomacy
mahaddad@wesleyan.edu

Kenneth Haig
Hokkaido Univ., Research Associate; Senior Director, Oracle Japan
Energy policy and market innovation
kenhaig@gmail.com

William M. Hammell
Independent Scholar
Scholarly publishing, voiceover narration, international school culture
william.hammell@gmail.com

Jeffrey E. Hanes
Univ. of Oregon, Assoc. Prof. of History; Director, Center for Asian and Pacific Studies
Social history of occupied Japan
hanes@uoregon.edu
Walter F. Hatch  
Colby, Assoc. Prof. of Government; Director, Oak Institute for the Study of International Human Rights  
Politics of U.S. military basing in Asia and Europe  
wfhatch@colby.edu

Tom Havens  
Northeastern, Prof. of History  
History of science in Japan and East Asia  
thavens@bhavens.com

Kenji Hayao  
BC, Assoc. Prof. of Political Science  
Changing impact of the prime minister in Japanese politics  
hayao@bc.edu

Robert Hegwood  
Wake Forest, Assoc. Prof. of History  
Japan’s role in the global tea trade in the 19th and 20th centuries  
rhegwoodpdx@gmail.com

Robert I. Hellyer  
Wake Forest, Assoc. Prof. of History  
Japan’s role in the global tea trade in the 19th and 20th centuries  
hellyer@wfu.edu

Mariko I. Henstock  
BU, Senior Lecturer of Japanese  
Assessing Japanese text readability for college-level Japanese language learners  
henstock@bu.edu

Money L. Hickman  
Independent Scholar  
History of Parinirvana Imagery  
Japanese painter Myoyo Kokan (1653-1717)

Junji Himeno  
Keio Medical Univ., Assoc. Coach of Kendo Club  
The concept of kendo  
jun8-himeno@i.softbank.jp

Hosea Hirata  
Tufts, Prof. of Japanese Literature  
Study of Kobayashi Hideo  
hosea.hirata@tufts.edu

Allen F. Hockley  
Dartmouth, Assoc. Prof. of Art History  
Visual histories published during the Meiji Period  
allen.hockley@dartmouth.edu

Hilary Holbrow  
Harvard, Lecturer in Sociology  
Changing stratification in times of demographic decline  
Holbrow@gmail.com

Todd J. M. Holden  
Bentley, Lecturer in Sociology  
3-11  
tholden@bentley.edu

Saburo Horikawa  
Hosei, Prof. of Sociology  
Place, Preservation and Politics: A US-Japan Comparison  
sab@hosei.ac.jp

Yusaku Horiuchi  
Dartmouth, Prof. of Government and Mitsui Prof. of Japanese Studies  
Japanese public opinion, political behavior, Japanese politics, electoral politics  
yusaku.horiuchi@dartmouth.edu

Christopher W. Hughes  
Warwick, Prof. of Japanese Studies and International Politics  
Japan’s international relations and security policy  
c.w.hughes@warwick.ac.uk

Takaharu Ichimura  
Harvard Medical School, Instructor of Medicine  
Study of Minakata Kumagusu and Miyatake Gaikotu  
tichimura@bwh.harvard.edu

Kimberly H. Icreverzi  
Independent Scholar  
Postwar Japanese cinema; Gender and labor  
kicreverzi@gmail.com

Evan S. Ingram  
Chinese Univ. of Hong Kong, Asst. Prof. of Japanese Studies  
Chogen and Shunjo’s interpretation and transference of Chinese Buddhism and culture to Japan  
sheingram@gmail.com
Charles S. Inouye
Tufts, Prof. of Japanese
Began a new book on the attractiveness of things (mono), a study of neo-animism
charles.inouye@tufts.edu

Rei O. Inouye
Northeastern, World Languages Center, Teaching Prof. of Japanese
Integrating popular culture into Japanese language pedagogy
r.inouye@northeastern.edu

Mari Ishida
Wake Forest, Asst. Prof. of Japanese
Japanophone literature and the ideological visions of the multi-ethnic Japanese empire
ishidam@wfu.edu

James P. Ito-Adler
Association for Central Asian Civilization and Silk Road Studies, Executive Officer
Adoption in Japan: A case study of fictive kinship
jitoadler@gmail.com

Christopher A. Ives
Stonehill, Prof. of Religious Studies
Zen approaches to nature and environmental ethics
cives@stonehill.edu

D. Colin Jaundrill
Providence College, Assoc. Prof. East Asian History
A multi-layered history of the 1868 battle of Toba-Fushimi
jaundrill@providence.edu

William D. Johnston
Wesleyan, Prof. of History
History of disease, epidemics, and public health disasters in modern Japan
wjohnston@wesleyan.edu

Colin Jones
Postdoctoral Fellow
Max Planck Institute, Frankfurt
History of modern Japanese legal history from the perspective of political economy
cpj2017@columbia.edu

Mark A. Jones
Central Connecticut State, Prof. of History
Romantic love and marriage in interwar Japan
jonesm@ccsu.edu

Jason A. Josephson Storm
Williams, Assoc. Prof. of Religion; Chair, Department of Religion
Japanese religions, East Asian philosophy, science and technology, philosophy of social science
jaj1@williams.edu

Naoki Kamimura
Nanzan, Prof. of British and American Studies
Japan-U.S. security relations; U.S. policy toward the 1952 Bolivian Revolution
kamimura@nanzan-u.ac.jp

Ikumi Kaminishi
Tufts, Assoc. Prof. of Art History
The history and politics of Japanese medieval emakimono
ikumi.kaminishi@tufts.edu

Miki Kaneda
BU, Asst. Prof. of Music
Transpacific musicology: race/gender/power in 20-21st century music
kanedamiki@mac.com

Nikhil Kapur
Rutgers-Camden, Asst. Prof. of History
Finishing book manuscript on 1960 U.S.-Japan Security Treaty protests and their aftermath
nick.kapur@rutgers.edu

Taizo Kato
Waseda, Prof. Emeritus of Psychology
Unhealthy nature of Japanese addictive relationships
katotaizo@gmail.com

Sachiko Kawai
USC, Postdoctoral Scholar, Department of History
Premodern Japanese history, women and gender, medieval estates, hot springs
sachiko@mehringer.com

Sari Kawana
UMass Boston, Assoc. Prof. of Japanese
Modern Japanese literature, History of the Book, Manga
sari.kawana@umb.edu
Terry Kawashima  
UMass Boston, Prof. of Asian Studies; Chair, Department of Asian Studies  
Discourses of rebirth in premodern Japan  
terry.kawashima@umb.edu

Adam L. Kern  
Univ. of Wisconsin, Prof. of Japanese Literature and Visual Culture; Director, Center for Visual Cultures  
Japanese literature and visual culture from 1600 to 1900  
al kern@wisc.edu

Masato Kimura  
Kansai Univ., Visiting Professor  
Shibusawa Eichi’s thoughts and activities from the viewpoints of global capitalism and transnational relations  
m-kimura.23@asahinet.jp

Takako Kishima  
Waseda, Assoc. Prof. of Political Science  
Transnational civic participation and digital activism: a case of “comfort women” movement  
kishima.t@waseda.jp

Aleksandra Kobiljski  
National Center for Scientific Research, Assoc. Prof. of Modern and Contemporary History  
*Engineering the Restoration: Envirotech History of Steel in Japan*  
aleksandra.kobiljski@ehess.fr

Gabriele Koch  
Yale-NUS, Asst. Prof. of Anthropology  
Gender and sexuality, labor, rights, care  
gabriele.koch@yale-nus.edu.sg

T. James Kodera  
Wellesley, Prof. of Religion  
Takashi Paul Nagai (1908-1951): radiologist, Roman Catholic Convert, Hibakusha and Pacifist  
j kodera@wellesley.edu

Takeshi Kokubo  
UMass Boston, Lecturer Emeritus on Japanese  
A history of the *Musashi Koku* with emphasis on the influence of the Uesugi Clan  
tandckokubo@gmail.com

Keigo Komamura  
Keio, Vice President; Prof. of Law  
Constitutional law, Constitutional politics; Historical development of the Japanese constitution  
komamura@keio.jp

Yukinori Komine  
American Public Univ., Assoc. Prof. of International Relations  
US-Japan-China security relations over Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands Disputes  
yukinorikomine@hotmail.com

Kimberly T. Kono  
Smith, Assoc. Prof. of Japanese  
Images of Japanese women in colonial Manchuria  
kkono@smith.edu

Hiroko Kumaki  
Dartmouth, Postdoctoral Fellow, Society of Fellows  
Environmental health, science policy, and technological innovation in Japan  
hiroko.kumaki@dartmouth.edu

Thomas Lamarre  
McGill, James McGill Prof. of Japanese Studies  
Sciences and literature in Meiji Japan, on Sōseki, Ōgai, Tōson  
thomas.lamarre@mcgill.ca

Jinhee J. Lee  
Eastern Illinois University, Assoc. Prof. of Japanese History  
Border-crossing women in transnational Japan and Koreans in the Japanese empire  
j lee@eiu.edu

Gary P. Leupp  
Tufts, Prof. of History  
Editing a large compilation of papers on Tokugawa Japan for Routledge Publishers  
gleupp@tufts.edu

Andrew Levidis  
Univ. of Central Lancashire, Asst. Prof. of East Asian History  
International history of the Japanese right-wing, historical rise of militarism, imperial thought  
Andrew.levidis@cantab.net
Adam P. Liff
Indiana Univ., Asst. Prof. of East Asian International Relations
International Security in East Asia, Japanese security policy, US-Japan-China relations
aliff@indiana.edu

Mark E. Lincicome
Kyoto Consortium for Japanese Studies, Director
Comparative study of national and regional identity formation in Japan and Australia, 1850-1950
mlincico@holycross.edu

Jennifer M. Lind
Dartmouth, Assoc. Prof. of Government
How countries develop economic and military power
jennifer.lind@dartmouth.edu

Andrew Littlejohn
Robert and Lisa Sainsbury Fellow, Sainsbury Institute
Post-disaster reconstruction and local identity in Northeast Japan
olafolken@gmail.com

Adam Lyons
Postdoctoral Fellow, Kyoto Consortium for Japanese Studies
Religion and social work, prison chaplaincy, new religions
alyons4@gmail.com

(CG 9-23-20)